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A 20 year procurement rollercoaster: 

is there a commercial version of the collaborative ideal? 

 
Constructing Excellence say that Professor David Mosey ‘has probably worked on more collaborative 
projects than anyone else in the UK construction industry in the last two decades’. Earlier this year he 
was appointed by Lord Agnew to lead an independent review of public sector construction 
frameworks in order to create a new ‘gold standard’. 

David will share his many insights as to what collaborative procurement and contracting mean for a 
construction lawyer in practice. He will offer case studies that illustrate his experience of what works 
and what doesn’t, and the reasons why collaboration can get stuck in the mud or come off the rails. 

David will also share his recent work on the new ‘Construction Playbook’ and will explain why this 
latest in a long line of Government reports might inject new energy into modern collaborative 
practices. 

And a message from our Sponsors - In 2020 Sweet & Maxwell launched its 
subscription products as eBooks on ProView and expanded the number of books 
available too. Please click on this link for further details about ProView, including how 
to register for a free trial to experience the benefits for yourself. Sweet & Maxwell is 
also pleased to offer a 10% discount on selected publications to lecture attendees. 

If you and your guests would like to attend on the 23 June 2021 please email Anne 
Wright (awright@lawstep.co.uk) AND A ZOOM INVITATION will be sent to you. After the 
lecture there will be an opportunity to socialise with members and friends in one of 
several breakout rooms. We look forward to seeing you. 


